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ROOT CELLAR
G U I D E

Apples-C
Cranberries-C
Grapefruit-C
Oranges-C

Tangerines-C
Pears-C

Bananas-C
 

Butter
Cheese
Yogurt
Honey

Ferments-F
Eggs-W

Cured meats-H
Sun Dried

Tomatoes-O

Potatoes-C
Sweet Potatoes-C

Beets-M
Carrots-M

Brussel Sprouts-PH
Squash-C

Cabbage-CH
Celery-P

Kohlrabi-M
Garlic-C
Leeks-P

Onions-CH
Shallots-CH
Parsnips-M

Storage Radish-M
Rutabaga-M

 

Prime Conditions For a Root Cellar
Dark

High humidity 
Above freezing-50 degrees

Good airflow
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HOW TO STORE PRODUCE
T O  L A S T

Stored in crates (C)
Hung by roots with string (H)
Packed in a damp medium (M)

sawdust
sand
peat
soil
wood shaving

Oil preserved (O) 
Fermented (F)
Planted (P)
Waterglassed (W)

There are a couple ways I have food preserved in
my root cellar

Almost everything we have is stored in crates and boxes. I just take them out of
the garden at the end of the season. We cure them by laying them out in the
garage for a couple weeks to dry out and form a thick protective skin. Then just
toss them in the root cellar. They last all winter! If I am buying food from the
store, I just throw them in a box skipping the curing step. 
If you are storing in a damp medium, lightly wet whatever you are using as a
medium and place the food in a single layer not touching. Then layer more of the
medium and repeat. Remove the greens and I find it best to leave the produce
unwashed. I just brush the dirt off. 
Oil preserving is taking you food, in my case sun dried cherry tomatoes and
covering with an oil until all the food is completely covered. 
Celery, I have planted in my root cellar but forgot to water it so it died.. oops!
But I just dug it out of the garden and into some pots and it continued to regrow
until it died a slow, dry death. I will be trying again next year!
Waterglassing eggs is taking clean, fresh, UNWASHED eggs and submerging
them in a solution of 1 quart water to 1oz pickling lime. You will have eggs
through the whole winter with this method!



This list is food that stores well in a root cellar. I'm sure there are
plenty more you can store too but this is a starting point for you to

start stocking a root cellar. 
 

Now I know that most homes do not come with root cellars anymore
unfortunately. The good news is you can make a "root cellar" no matter

where you live! While it is easier when you live in a colder climate
with a bit of work even warm climate dwellers can make themselves a
"root cellar"! Think of a place that stays consistently cool and dark. A
closet, a room in your basement, under your stairs, in a garage literally
anywhere that doesn't freeze. We choose an old wood storage room in
our basement. It was right next to our furnace which is not ideal BUT
it also had a door leading to outside where originally the wood would

be thrown in. We made a door with 2 vents to create airflow,
Remember food will give off gasses as it stores and can affect the

shelf life of the food around it. All I do to regulate the temp is block
the vents so it does not freeze. Other than that, I don't fuss with

humidity much and all the food seems to store just fine. Because our
room is so cold we are able to store anything you would in your fridge.

Its basically a giant natural refrigerator! In the summer time, the
temps do get higher but we aren't really using it in the summer. All of

our produce is in the ground yet!
 

So now your saying okay thats great but how can southerners do it
without having to dig a big hole in the ground? There is a company

creating DIY home cold rooms called Coolbot. It is essentially taking
an air conditioner and programming it to make the room extra cold.

It's a great option if you are really serious about wanting a root cellar
without having to full on dig a root cellar. If you aren't up to that yet
just get an old used fridge and start from there. The possibilities are

endless and you too will be able to store food all winter long!
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